Covid19 Plan for cycling fundraiser event

‘It Takes A Village’- Olympic Send-Off for
Jay Lamoureux
A Distanced Outdoor Fundraiser and Send-Off for a Local Olympian
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Proposal for Event
Our proposal is for a semi-virtual event where riders sign up for one of several digital route
maps, road, gravel or mtb rides (to ensure spacing), sometime during the day. All with varied
start and finish locations away from the velodrome. Each route will pass by the Velodrome
where Jay will be present to greet people, and to sign a banner for him to take to Tokyo. A
maximum of 50 people will be allowed to attend, and then asked to leave each 30 minutes. A
chute system illustrated in the attached site plan will be used to control arrivals and departures
and prevent mingling between groups. If a food supplier is found, it will be wrapped
sandwiches or similar prepared in a food safe kitchen, and sealed beveridge containers. Any fod
will be free to participants. No cooking, or serving of open food will be held.

History of the Event and Overview for 2021:
This is a new event, but is similar to open house track cycling events held pre-covid, and is
covered by the Greater Victoria Velodrome Association’s liability insurance. Registration is by
donation to Jay’s training expense account managed by Cycling BC, which issues tax receipts.
‘It Takes a Village’ is organized by the Greater Victoria Velodrome Association and the
Tripleshot Cycling Club.

Beneficiary of the Event
Sole beneficiary is Jay Lamoureux, member of the Tokyo Olympic team from Victoria.

Adaptations for Covid-19
This year, because of Covi-19, we propose a semi virtual event so members of the cycling
community can enjoy a ride designed by a local leader of the community, and swing by the
velodrome to wish Jay well.

Drawings of Start-Finish Site
Attached are drawings showing the setting at Westshore Recreation, which has been booked
for the day (9-4pm)
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Online registration, DIY routes, and reserved arrival time to visit Jay
Registration is online, in advance with a deadline of two days out. Riders receive their map via
email, and we record approximate numbers choosing each route.

Parking
Parking is discouraged, to leave parking for other park patrons. All routes go by bike via the
velodrome.

Signage
Special signage is not anticipated. Marshals will guide participants into the chutes and away
again after meeting Jay.

Access Control
Tape and stanchions and cones will guide the participants as indicated on the site drawings.

Toilets, handwashing
Public toilets with soap, maintained by Westhore Parks, will be open, immediately adjacent to
the parking area where the meet and greet is taking place.

Spaced Arrival Chute
If riders arrive early or late, they will be held in the arrival chute, with cones indicating 2 m
spacing. from previous years.

Packaged Take-Away Lunch at Finish
If organizers can find a donor of sandwiches and drinks, they will be offered from coolers under
a tent.

Volunteers at Start Finish
Approximately 5-10 volunteers will staff the start finish, with <40 riders at any one time, for 30
minute periods, then asked to leave.

No Enroute services
The rides are all self-supported, so no aid stations are offered. First aid will be available at the
velodrome.
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